SAFETY FIRST

COVID-19 POLICY
We’re back in business. As we are all coming to terms with the
events of the past months, we’re working to plan your future
Italian productions.
We are in contact with health authorities, insurance companies
and local labour organizations, updating our working protocols,
in order to minimise the risks of spreading the pandemic and
guarantee the safest environment for anyone involved in our
productions.
We are making sure anyone uses personal protection items,
ensure social distancing on set, enforce sanitising practices for
equipment and working spaces. We plan the workflow in order
to reduce personal interaction and direct contact as much as
possible.
Here’s some detailed info:
General Rules
•Recommended 10 hours working day (including 1 hour lunchbreak).
•Closed set always.
•Social distancing (1 meter) while working.
•Sanitized equipment. Sanitized locations. Sanitized wardrobe
and art dept. items.
•Vendors and deliveries always without contact.
•Pre-packaged individual lunch boxes, individual comfort items
(bottled water, coffee, snacks).

SAFETY FIRST

COVID-19 POLICY
Individual Protection
Temperature scan for everyone upon arrival on set, face and
other protection provided and worn at all times, extra protection
(gloves, goggles and level 2 facemasks) for those that have to
work close to other people/talents. Disinfection gel and spray
always available for everyone.
Traveling to Italy
As per actual regulations, citizens from the EU and the UK can
travel to Italy for working reasons for up to 5 days without
quarantine. This conditions will be further broadened after June
3rd.
Client / Agency
We implemented a video/audio connection to the set, with direct
streaming from the camera. In this we can minimize physical
presence and yet allow everyone involved to share opinions and
interact with the real action, be it from their office at home or
from a comfy corner behind the scenes.
Talents
•Always wear face masks except the shooting a scene.
•Limited interaction, with an acting distance minimum 1 meter
(2mt. when shooting sports/action scenes). No physical contact.
•For closer interaction, we can figure out safe solutions based on
the specific scene.
•Styling/MakeUp/Hair Dept. wear level 2 facemasks, gloves
disposable overalls and goggles at all times.
•Shooting with minors is allowed, with the usual care and
regulations.

As you can imagine, the situation is evolving towards normality day by day and
we’re sure this could be the safest route, based on the situation at May 25th.
Feel free to ask any details. We will find out the most effective solutions based
on your actual project. We also can decide together to enforce some stricter
policies, such as testing all the people involved or other precautions based on
specific shots, like separation screens in front of camera, shooting from enclosed
spaces, etc.
Please notice that the percentage of population affected by the pandemic in the
Southern Italian regions such as Apulia, Sicily, Sardinia, Campania, Calabria
and Basilicata is lower than other Mediterranean countries, like Greece, Portugal
and Israel, considered among the ones with a minimum epidemic impact,
further lowering any risks, especially if shooting in open air.
It would be a great occasion to shoot under the bright Mediterranean sun,
enjoying the iconic panoramas and the warm summer temperatures.

See you in Italy soon!
when words are not enough
let L U M E figure it out

